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Presiding Judge: Judge Clark WADDOUPS 

Court:   UTAH U.S. District Court (Central Division) 

Decision Date:  2010-09-16 

Accused:  Thomas James ZAJAC 

 

Summary of Case: 

Bomb case.  Unknown details, however a number of fingerprints were located on bomb remnants, and 
later individualized to the accused. 

 

Key Points in Decision 

 Two Daubert hearings were held prior to trial 

 After first one, judge granted the U.S. more time and another hearing to present supplemental 
evidence. 

 Additional expert testimony and demonstrative evidence was provided on the second hearing 

 Judge ruling followed the second hearing 

 Ruled that fingerprint evidence at trial can be no different than what was heard at the hearing 

 Specialist can only testify on Level 1,2,3 detail and similarities to ZAJAC’s print 

 Frequency of Level 1 detail in population can be testified to as it was presented 

 Frequency of Level 2 and 3 cannot as no scientific data was presented 

 Specialist may state that fingerprints match closely, or is consistent with each other 

 No degree of probability can be entered 

 No objective basis for opinion or that it is supported by scientific principles may be entered 

 No statement of individualization can be made 

 Any prints not testified to regarding Level 1,2,3 details in hearing, can be admitted in trial 

Issues and Implications 

 Could set precedence regarding opinion evidence in court (letting court decide based on 
agreements in prints instead of allowing specialist to provide statement of individualization) 

 On multiple fingerprint identifications, if not all of them are discussed at length, may not be 
admissible later in trial 

 Because accused plead guilty, this decision may not be repealed 
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